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Introduction
Trends in mobility - Swiss Re’s view
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Technology is fuelling the next
Vehicles are now…
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Holistic and integrated solutions
to address the evolving mobility trends

Telematics/UBI solution
End-to-end, modular
solution for assessment of
driving behaviour, context
and services around crash
for personal and
commercial vehicles in
certain territories

C

Swiss Re ADAS
Risk Score
Assessment of ADAS’
impact on insurance
pricing

A

Connected

Autonomous

Swiss Re
Connected Cars

Swiss Re
AV Risk Assessment
Framework (R&D)

(R&D)
Holistic scoring approach
unifying vehicle
characteristics and
features usage, driver
behavior and context

Identifying and pricing
the risk associated to
highly automatised
vehicles

Swiss Re Vehicle
Feature Score (R&D)

Swiss Re Electric
Vehicles (EVs) (R&D)

Assessing the vehicle in
each meaningful part – all
makes, all models, global
coverage and unmatched
granularity

Accurate insurance
pricing of EVs and Swiss
Re Extended Warranty
Insurance (EWI) for
charging infrastructure
(R&D) and batteries
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Electric

Swiss Re Commercial
Fleet
A comprehensive risk
assessment toolkit
based on technology
and partnerships with
fleet management
providers
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Our selected clients & partners
Working side by side to transform motor insurance
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Awards & recognition

Our solutions enjoy wide critical acclaim
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Change in the risk assessment
paradigm
From reactive to proactive
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Speeding
➢ Severity of speeding
➢ Time in speeding
➢ Context
Source: OECD ICT study 2018

Risky
maneuvers
Parameters contributing to the
increased frequency of claims

30-40%

10% increased speeding
results in severe
accidents with bodily
injuries

Aggressive driving
➢ Acceleration
➢ Braking
➢ Cornering

0.3mG

Precise accelerometer
measurements detect
aggressive drivers with
more accident frequency

Source: AAA Foundation for Traffic Safety 2018

Distractions
➢ Calling
➢ Texting
➢ Glancing

122%

increased accident
frequency

Source: Comparing Real-World Behaviors of Drivers with High Versus Low Rates of Crashes and Near Crashes
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Swiss Re Driver Score differentiates between good and bad
Driver Score

Distraction
Frequency, duration
and the context around
distractions are being
taken into account

+

Speeding
The severity of
speeding and its
duration are taken into
account

+

Maneuvers
Sharp braking,
acceleration, cornering,
U-turns, overtaking and
crossings are taken into
account

+

Context
Time of day (night and
rush hour), road type,
weather are taken into
account. It is
expandable with
client’s proprietary
parameter like black
spots

×

Distance
The actual exposure of
the travelled distance
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Telematics insurance programs: pre- & self-selection of customers according to risk

Improving portfolio distribution and performance

Portfolios built
with telematics
insurance
programs avoid
the riskiest
customer segment

90-95%

5-10%

Reduced risk exposure
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Coaching: shifting the claims distribution to improve performance

Improving portfolio distribution and performance

Driver Coaching

Better performing portfolio
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Coachingon recent trips

My trips
Automatically recorded, different transport modes (TMR)
Coaching Pins
Risky parameters with advices
Trips rating
Instant feedback loop to drivers
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Coachingon driving patterns

Driver Score with Sub Scores
Precise reflection of driving behavior
My Scores
Averages, feedback tips and advices

Weekly overview
Rounded feedback, comparison with peers
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Coaching is supported with the appropriate incentives to drivers

Driving score
Scores are collected
based on safe driving

Coins

Rewards

Score is converted to
coins based on the
defined exchange rate
(adaptable)

Coins are exchanged
for rewards. Voucher
shop is pre-integrated
and customisable
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Coaching has a positive effect on driving behavior
Improvement in percentage

Improvement of the driver score with number of trips
1.06
1.05
1.04
1.03
1.02
1.01
1
0.99
0.98
0.97

After 30 rides, we observed a
5% improvement in the driver
score

1-6

6-12

12-18

18-24

24-30

Number of trips

After 30 rides there was a 6%
improvement in the speed
subscore

Improvement in percentage

Improvement of the speed subscore with number of trips
1.08
1.06
1.04
1.02
1
0.98
0.96
0.94

1-6

Sample data from Coloride users

6-12

12-18

18-24

24-30

Number of trips
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Success story

BlaBlaCar & L’olivier Assurance

The client
We joined forces with BlaBlaCar, a
global leader in P2P carsharing and
L’olivier Assurance, a French primary
insurer from the Admiral Group.

White-label app
Configuration

The challenge
Aid BlaBlaCar and L’olivier in meeting
their goal to improve the safety on the
road in France with an engaging
telematics solution.

Our support
An app-only solution to analyse driving
behavior. At the end of the trip, the
customer is presented with driving
feedback and tips to improve.

Private lines
Line of business

General population
Target group

Coaching
Specific feature

France
Country
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Beyond driver
Safety technology in vehicles
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Vehicles are
ready to talk.

Power your listening with Automotive and Mobility Solutions

Vehicles are taking over the wheel

The importance of ADAS equipment is raising

2020
The most important
risk factor is still a
person behind the
wheel, with
importance of vehicle
raising

Driver

Vehicle
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Vehicles are taking over the wheel

The importance of ADAS equipment is raising

Driver

Vehicle

2030
Driver still has an
influence, but the
ability of vehicles to
prevent accidents is
very mature
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Complexity over the vehicle safety assessment
Policy
Holder

Car Model

Prod
Year

Lateral
Parking
Assistant

Speed
Limit
Info

Rear
view
Camera

270
View
Camera

Active
Cruise
Control

Person
Approach
warning
system

High
Speed Anti
Collision

Blind Spot
Monitoring

Cross
Traffic
Alert
Rear

High Beam
assistant

ADAS
Impact

A

BMW 320d

2018

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

+10%

B

BMW 320d

2018

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

- 21.8%

ADAS Impact +10%
*Some of the ADAS fitments are not included in the table.
Legend: 0 = ADAS feature absent;1 = ADAS feature present;

ADAS Impact -22%
Assessing the Motor Risk for the Insurance Industry | May 2022 | AMS
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Swiss Re
ADAS Risk
Score

A solution reflecting the impact of ADAS
in insurance pricing

The challenge

Our solution

• ADAS pave the way towards an era of fully

• The Swiss Re ADAS Risk Score is a solution

Up to 30% improvement of the
predictive power of risk models

• The solution consists of scores at vehicle level and

Rating-factor capable; vehicle and
portfolio specific

• The scores can be:

6 weeks for portfolio analysis

autonomous vehicles. Increased road safety
through ADAS is frequently not reflected in
premiums

• Many insurers struggle with capturing what
ADAS a vehicle is equipped with and how
effective they are in reducing claims

• Reflecting ADAS’ impact is a complex matter that
requires advanced risk knowledge and
strategic partnerships with OEMs

reflecting the current and prospective impact of
ADAS on insurance claims
for selected ADAS features equipping the vehicles

Powering your next

❖ used to support the design of your motor

tariff (even in absence of historical claims)
❖ refined and calibrated to the specificities of
your portfolio
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Thank you!

Contact us

Damir Plejic
Automotive and Mobility Consultant
damir_plejic@swissre.com

Follow us

Vehicle Risk Score (ADAS) | 07/03/2022 | Fremtind
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Legal notice

©2022 Swiss Re. All rights reserved. You may use this presentation for private or internal purposes but note
that any copyright or other proprietary notices must not be removed. You are not permitted to create any
modifications or derivative works of this presentation, or to use it for commercial or other public purposes,
without the prior written permission of Swiss Re.
The information and opinions contained in the presentation are provided as at the date of the presentation
and may change. Although the information used was taken from reliable sources, Swiss Re does not accept
any responsibility for its accuracy or comprehensiveness or its updating. All liability for the accuracy and
completeness of the information or for any damage or loss resulting from its use is expressly excluded.
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